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®The Presto Geoweb® Cellular Confinement System
Product innovation has always been the key to success for Presto since the company’s first

involvement in developing cellular confinement technology back in the late ‘70s. Working in

cooperation with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Presto developed the Geoweb® cellular

confinement system.

The Geoweb system is an engineered, expandable, polyethylene, honeycomb-like

cellular structure that  dramatically improves the performance of infill materials.  The system is

utilized in the areas of slope protection, channel protection, load support and earth retention.

Today, the Presto Geoweb system is the only fully-engineered cellular confinement

system available, and Presto Geosystems® materials lead the way in advanced research, testing,

field evaluation and geocell product innovations. Successful installations of the Geoweb system can

be found worldwide, and the network of Presto Geosystems distributors spans the globe.

ISO-Certified Quality
Extensive research and testing by academic and independent laboratories, ISO 9002 certification,

and over fifteen years of in-ground performance tell the story:  The Geoweb  system provides

proven quality and reliability. 

Presto's commitment to quality begins with manufacturing and continues  through final

installation.  Our quality management system is certified to ISO 9002 and  materials are specifically

engineered in accordance with established geosynthetic industry guidelines.  All phases of

manufacturing are monitored through Statistical Process Control  which documents each step in the

production process.  Geoweb sections are warranted by Presto against manufacturing defects.

Copies of Presto’s warranty are available from Presto or an authorized Presto Geosystems

distributor.

Advanced Product Development
Engineering advancements are on-going at Presto Geosystems and lead to improved cellular

confinement systems. Geoweb system advancements include the introduction of both perforated

and non-perforated textured Geoweb cells, the use of integral, high-strength tendons and the 

ATRATM Anchoring System. The Geoweb system is also available in a variety of colors for better

blending with the surrounding project site environment.

The Geoweb system’s unique seam weld pattern is designed to provide maximum

strength. The Geoweb system meets and exceeds the rigorous seam strength tests established by

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The Geoweb system's long-term seam strength is designed for

project longevity.



Geoweb® Load Support System-
The Key Components
The complete Geoweb® cellular confinement system application will include some or all of the

following:

• Geoweb sections                                       • Geotextiles

• Cell infill materials                                     • Geocomposite drainage materials

• Integral high-strength polymeric tendons       • Geogrids and geotextile reinforcement

• ATRATM Anchors                      • Geomembrane

• ATRA® Clips                                              • Fasteners

Integral Polymeric Tendons
Geoweb sections can be supplied with a series of predrilled holes through the cell walls to

accommodate insertion of polymeric tendons throughout the section length. The strength and

distribution of tendons are determined from project-specific stability analysis.

Standard tendons are high-strength polyester and polypropylene, available in various

ultimate tensile strengths to meet specific requirements. Polyethylene-coated polyester tendons are

available to enhance overall durability.  Spacing and quantity of individual tendons within each

Geoweb section are determined through engineering analysis methods available through Presto.

The ATRATM Anchoring System
Presto's high-strength polyethylene ATRA® Clip provides time and material cost savings during 

Geoweb system installation.  The ATRA® Clip inserted on the end of a rebar stake forms the ATRATM

Anchor, providing an in-line, easier to drive anchoring system.

In load support applications, anchors are typically used to facilitate construction.  When

specific conditions dictate, the Geoweb load support system can also be secured with an engineered

array of surface anchors designed to meet site requirements.  Anchor details are determined through

analysis methods available from Presto or its authorized distributors.

Flexible Concrete Mat  
Geoweb sections can be filled with concrete off-site, cured and transported to remote areas not easily

accessible to conventional concrete- placing equipment.  The flexible mats are advantageous in light

load applications for boat ramps and expedient armoring systems.  Concrete infill with the perforated

Geoweb system offers even greater rigidity than the non-perforated system.
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Versatile Cell Wall Options
The Presto Geoweb® Cellular Confinement System is available in two distinct cell wall types:

perforated and non-perforated.  Both have an engineered textured pattern of indentations that

increase friction between the cell wall and infill material.  

The perforated Geoweb cell wall provides increased frictional interlock with coarse

aggregates and concrete and better root lock-up with vegetated systems. The perforations allow

lateral drainage through the system, thereby enhancing performance of the Geoweb system in

saturated conditions.  The textured surface works particularly well with finer grain infill.  

Size Options
Geoweb® cellular confinement sections are available in various lengths, cell depths and cell sizes

addressing the specific needs of the design.  Load support system details are directly influenced by

the characteristics of the:

• subsoil support

• applied load 

• available granular infill materials

• surface type

Generally, the heavier the applied load and/or the poorer the subsoils, the greater the

required cell depth.

Contact Presto or it's authorized distributors for recommendations on product

application and details.



Load Support Solutions
Unacceptable road and yard surface problems, resulting from subgrade material failure or base

material instability, can be solved using the Geoweb® cellular confinement system. The Geoweb

system helps to stabilize base materials and minimize surface rutting. After installation, it is ready

for immediate access. The system provides a semi-rigid surface for yards and track structures while

it can improve your bottom line by reducing fill thickness, time delays and future maintenance

costs. The choice is clear: a Geoweb system can mean cost savings today and cost savings

tomorrow.

How does it work? The Geoweb cellular confinement system strengthens structural fill

used in load support applications by adding an apparent cohesion to cohesionless material. When

concentrated or distributed loads are imposed on the system, the three-dimensional cellular structure

controls shearing and lateral movement of the infill material. The cell hoop strength, passive

resistance of adjacent-filled cells, and frictional interaction between the infill and cell walls all

contribute to the support structure.

Look at the advantages of using the Geoweb system for road base, trackbed and

intermodal yard stabilization. The system can…

• produce a stiff base with high flexural strength,

• act like a semi-rigid slab by distributing loads laterally and reducing subgrade contact

pressures,

• prevent the lateral displacement of infill,

• reduce vertical deflections, and

• control differential and total settlement even on low-strength subgrades.

Research on confined vs. unconfined aggregate has shown that the thickness and

weight of structural support elements may be reduced 50 percent or more.

In addition, research shows that when aggregate is confined within the cellular

confinement system, the subgrade materials may withstand more than 10 times the number of

cyclic-load applications before accumulating the same amount of permanent deflection recorded by

the same aggregate in a conventional unconfined condition.

The Geoweb system also allows the use of on-site sands and poor quality granular fills

in place of more costly imported materials. This is particularly important in areas where quality

aggregate is either unavailable or too costly to transport.

For underground pipe support, the Geoweb system is easy to install and eliminates the

need for over-excavation and placement of excessive quantities of stone. Regular granular bedding

material can be used since the system stiffens the pipe bed material through confinement. This

results in a firm working slab created with the Geoweb system, limiting long-term differential

settlement.

Applications of the Geoweb load support system include:

• Granular access roads • Boat ramps

• Soft access roads • Retaining wall spread footings

• Porous pavements • Foundation mattresses

• Pavement sub-bases and bases • Trench inverts

• Parking lots • Low level water crossings

• Storage yards • Track ballast structures

• Intermodal facilities



Road Base Stabilization
The Geoweb® system is designed to create a road base that holds up under heavy traffic. It acts like

a semi-rigid slab, distributing loads laterally, reducing subgrade contact pressures, and minimizing

load deformation and settlement. With the Geoweb system in place, it is possible to use lower

quality sand infills for temporary and permanent road construction, even over very soft subgrades.

Selection of infill materials for foundation and road base stabilization is a function of

the nature and magnitude of anticipated loads and overall performance requirements. Typically, a

wide range of granular materials can be used as infill.

Intermodal Yards
Cellular confinement with the Geoweb system improves load distribution characteristics on paved

and unpaved yards. Subgrade contact pressure from dynamic and static loadings are distributed

throughout the three-dimensional cellular network of the Geoweb system. This reduces pavement

deflection and rutting. Future maintenance costs are minimized, making the Geoweb system a cost-

effective solution.

Track Ballast
The Geoweb system prevents lateral displacement of ballast and sub-ballast materials, resulting in

improved track structure stiffness for greater rail alignment and stability. Differential and total

settlement of the ballast, even on low-strength subgrades, is significantly reduced. Long-term track

performance in high-traffic areas such as grade crossings, switches and turnouts, can be greatly

improved.

Access Roads/Porous Pavements
The Geoweb system infilled with aggregate provides a porous pavement system for access roads,

parking areas and emergency lanes. With over 98% open area, the Geoweb system maximizes

groundwater replenishment and minimizes surface runoff. Utilizing native granular soils provides

functional, cost-effective alternative to hard surface paving. Porous pavements are also ideal in

environmentally-sensitive wetland areas. The system can be vegetated when a properly designed

aggregate/top soil mixture is used for the infill. Traffic frequency and loading are critical

considerations. Contact Presto for proper application information.

In load support applications, the perforated Geoweb system is generally recommended

over the non-perforated system with most infill types.
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Easy Installation
The Geoweb® system is designed with ease of installation in mind. Geoweb sections collapse into

lightweight, compact bundles for easy shipment. During installation, sections remain flexible and

easy to handle. Various methods are used for expanding the Geoweb sections. Stretcher frames are

typically used for installations where dimensional tolerances are critical.

Tools & Services
• General Overview - Product data, basic engineering concepts and theory for general

application of the Geoweb system.

• Application Overview - Illustrative project examples using the Geoweb system.

• Case Histories - Project specific design, construction and performance information for

the Geoweb system in all application areas.

• Design Package:

- SPECMakerTM Software - A CD tool used to develop complete material and 

construction specifications.

- System Components Guideline - A set of tables relating to application-specific system 

components.

- Presto & CSI - format Material Specifications - Comprehensive guide specification

and product description of the Geoweb system.

- Design Input Checklist - A product checklist to insure all relevant data is collected

for detailed engineering design of the Geoweb system.

- Technical Overview - An in-depth discourse centered around the theory and application 

of theory for solving problems with the Geoweb system.

- AutoCAD® Drawings - Drawings in DWG format and paper copy providing all the 

engineering details needed for plans with the Geoweb system.

• Construction Package:

- SPECMakerTM Software - A CD tool used to develop complete material and 

construction specifications.

- Installation Guidelines - An illustrated set of installation guidelines for each application.

- Practical Tips & Suggestions - Construction tips and suggestions for each application.

• Videos - Product application and construction techniques videos available in multiple languages.

• Solutions for an Unstable World CD-ROM - All application documents, AutoCAD®

drawings, SPECMakerTM software, clip art library, Power Point presentations, video

clips and more.

• Project Evaluation Service - Available through authorized distributors for all applications.

For more information, call the Presto Technical Assistance Line at (800) 548-3424 or

(920) 738-1118.
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